Three Brothers of Evil: Dream
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
In a dream of the night on 8 July 2014, I found myself in a smallish room observing a
gathering of three brothers among other men of global influence . These brothers were
representative of the Antichrist bloodline that today is found among the royal Habsburg
dynasty, the Illuminati and the Jesuit Roman Catholic Church. I can say they were not the
current ruling Karl Von Habsburg in this dream since I know what he looks like.
World Domination
They were all in alliance in the dream to work together in high level political circles to
bring the world under their regime by altering world conditions in economics, politics, religion,
family, society, education, military and the arts and sciences. They together created an army
directly under their command to exterminate any opposition in Europe and the Middle East to
their agenda of absolute rule.
Rasputin and Napoleon
In earlier dreams, I was shown that the Habsburg dynasty has behind them evil spirits
(aliens) who had given their power to Rasputin and Napoleon Bonaparte. These powers
focused in creating deception and used witchcraft in the control of Russia as evident in
Rasputin. More of this can be read about in my book, '2015 Draconian NWO'.
The ability of war and domination was evident in Napoleon Bonaparte in the
conquering of most of Europe. Bonaparte realized his eminent Empire decline when
attacking Russia in challenging the spiritual forces that would back Rasputin who were in
command over Russia. With these forces now in alliance, both the 7 nations of Europe of the
Holy Roman Empire with Russia will be united in a great army to overcome Israel and any
other global opposition.
The 7 nations of the Holy Roman Empire in history include Britain, France, Spain,
Portugal, Switzerland, Italy and Germany. Supporting these 7 nations is their off-spring
colonies including the countries around the world of the British Common wealth and the
United States. The U.S. In a different government form will become the two-horned beast of
Revelation 13. When these join with Russia against the land of Israel-Palestine, there will be
no human army capable to stop them. Only the Melkizedek priesthood will be there with any
ability to resist this regime with the power of YHWH.
These armies will not be sent to the aid of
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the Palestinians or the Edomite Jews since neither
of these groups have the true birthright to the land
RCC Jesuits
of former Israel. This great army will remove or
enslave them to make way for the rebirth of the still
existing Crusader's Kingdom of Jerusalem. The
Kingdom of Jerusalem is currently under the
kingship of Karl Von Habsburg as recognized by
World Bankers
Merovingians
the laws of the Roman Catholic Church and its
ruling Jesuit Order.
The fact is the conflict between the Arabs and Edomite Jews are being systematically
fueled by the three brothers of the New World Order alliance to keep the region in unrest to
later justify the eventual complete overthrow of all of the current governments in the region.
We will then see the banner of the historic Kingdom of Jerusalem rise again over

Jerusalem as the capital city with the doubled headed eagle or phoenix which is the historic
crest used by all three brothers as the Rothschilds, Habsburgs and the Jesuit Roman
Catholics who by then will be united with the Orthodox Churches of the East.
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This New World Order alliance are the three brothers I saw in the dream now working
together. What joins them together in alliance is their claim that their human leadership at the
highest levels retain the highest percentage of the Nephilim bloodline of the serpent-seed of
Cain who was fathered by Sama-el (Satan) who they believe is the rightful 'god' over the earth
and its creation. This leadership considers themselves to be a man-god like Hercules.
Ye Zeus as Jesus
This god of theirs has been presented to the world in history as Marduk (Sumeria) ,
Nimrod (Babylon), Ra (Egypt) and MithRa (Rome) and even Ye-Zeus (Modern Western
Society). The term Yah-Zeus literally means 'God Zeus' and can be also extrapolated as the
spirit or son of the god Zeus.
Some occult theologians assert this is the secret occult meaning of the term Jesus (yezeus → je-zeus → je-sus) and in their minds he is a different person to the Y'Shua of the
original Christian faith who died upon the cross. This allows them to use the name of 'Jesus'
openly in Christian circles while in their minds it is invoking the name of Zeus and his son.
Among modern churches, the teaching of the cross is becoming less important in
theology to the extent that the betterment of the human condition is by thinking good thoughts
or positive thinking and not by a sacrifice of blood of a messiah for our sins. This is the
emerging theology of the New World Order religion now found within the mainstream
Christian churches worldwide.
Who Are the Brothers
This three-fold alliance includes the world bankers known as the Illuminati, the Roman
Catholic Church run by the Jesuits and the royal heirs of the Merovingian dynasty led by the
Habsburgs and the Windsors of Britain.
More specifically, we can identify Karl Von Hapsburg with Prince William as the head of
the Merovingians, Eveyn Rothschild and his heir David de Rothschild as head of the Illuminati
world bankers. The head of the Jesuits to which Pope Francis as an avowed Jesuit submits
is Father Adolfo Nicolas as the Superior General of the Order. So as of this writing, we have
identified the three brothers as Karl, Eveyn and Adolfo. These may not be the final three
brothers as the Antichrist arises and is presented to the world as the messiah.
This alliance is already functional. Karl Von Habsburg is the current head of Europa
which is the United Nations of Europe. This power is an emerging world power that is quietly
creating world alliances with other nations with the ability to deploy a vast army when
needed.
What I am revealing here is not future but is happening now. IT IS NO LONGER 2015
but 2014 that these prophesies are unfolding right now. The rise of the Antichrist regime is
already in power. It is not future.
It is no longer when it happens but when will the great deception remove its mask for
the world to see this as the deception of Rasputin with the power of war as seen with

Napoleon Bonaparte?
I can tell you the mask will never be removed for most of the world to see. Only those
who know the true Creator of all Creators known as YHWH and his son Y'Shua will see
through this deceptive mask. Only the Order of Melkizedek and the true church will be given
the power to resist this great deception as they become the 144,000 prophets in the time of
the Tribulation.
Sadly, the church will be overcome as prophesied in the books of Revelation, Daniel
and Mathew 24. This defeat is only for a short season as the blood of the chosen martyrs rise
up to YHWH. With the shedding of innocent blood, the wrath of YHWH can then occur as
described in the the 2nd half of the great Tribulation period lasting 7 years. By the time of the
2nd half of the 7 year period, 144,000 are sealed with the mark of the Messiah also known as
the Order of Melkizedek who will war against this three-fold regime of antichrist brothers on
the earth.
The rest of the faithful will meet Messiah in the air as the Marriage Feast of the Lamb
to then war against this evil from the air above the earth. This feast is a war – not eating and
drinking at a big party in heaven. This is the real 'rapture' that will occur in the middle of the 7
year period described in scripture and not as thought by many to occur at the beginning of the
7 year Tribulation period as promoted by the misinformed and deceived churches. Be ready
when this occurs that you might be counted among the remnant faithful.

